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Abstract: The theoretical comparison of optical and electronic properties of 
aluminum and silver nano-porous ultra-thin layers in terms of the 
arrangement and size of the pores was presented. The uniform nano-porous 
layers exhibit a slightly higher average transmittance (up to 10%) in the 
wavelength range of the plasmonic response in comparison to the randomly 
arranged ones. Compared to uniform nano-porous layers, a much larger 
sheet resistance (up to 12 times) for random nano-porous layers is observed. 
The uniform and random Ag nano-porous layers possessing the strong 
plasmonic response over whole visible range can reach an average 
transmittance of 90 and 80% at the sheet resistance of 10 and 20 Ohm/sq, 
respectively, which is comparable to widely used ITO electrodes. 
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1. Introduction 

Metallic nano-patterned layers are potential candidates for being used as transparent 
conductive electrodes [1–7]. Transmittance of around 80 to 90% and sheet resistance ranging 
from 10 to 50 Ohm/sq can be realized by nano-patterned metallic layers, which are 
comparable to the most common transparent conductive layers (TCLs), such as the indium tin 
oxide (ITO). Aluminum (Al), gold (Au), copper (Cu), platinum (Pt) and silver (Ag) were 
commonly used for the nano-patterned TCLs [1–5]. However, the specific influence of the 
wavelength of the plasmonic response on the optical performance of the metallic TCLs 
remains a problem. Another important issue is connected with nano-pattern arrangement. So 
far, TCLs with both uniformly and randomly arranged patterns are experimentally 
demonstrated [8, 9]. However, the impact of nano-pattern arrangement on the optical and the 
electronic properties remains unexplored. 

This paper presents a detailed theoretical study of the influence of the uniform and 
random porous Al and Ag layers on the opto-electrical properties in the visible range from 400 
to 750 nm. It is found that the electrical properties of the nano-porous layers could be largely 
affected by the ordering of the pores. Much lower sheet resistance can be achieved if the 
nano-pores are ordered. In the meantime, the optical properties are mainly affected by the 
arrangement of the pores in the wavelength range of the plasmonic response, which is below 
600 and from 300 to 1200 nm for Al- and Ag-air interface respectively [10]. 

2. Methodology 

Nano-porous metallic layers of Al and Ag on a glass substrates with an area of 2 × 2 μm size 
were used in the simulations. Full depth pores of cylindrical shape were aligned parallel to Z 
axis as shown in Fig. 1. Each specific pore location was determined according to ( )i

a da+ , 

where a is the ith pore initial position in the hexagonal arrangement and da is the ith pore 
deviation along XY plane. Each pore radius was obtained by adding of the deviated value dr 
to the initial radius r: ( )i

r dr+ . The normal distribution was used to get da and dr to create 

non-uniform porous layers. Four cases were examined: (a) the layer with constant pore radius 
and interpore distance; (b) the layer with random pore radius and constant interpore distance; 
(c) the layer with constant pore radius and random interpore distance; and (d) the layer with 
random pore radius and interpore distance [see Figs. 1(a)-1(d) accordingly]. 

The optical properties were simulated using the finite-difference time-domain method 
(FDTD) which is commercially available from the Lumerical software [11]. The incident 
light was distributed along Z axis. The periodic boundary conditions and the perfectly 
matched layers were applied parallel and perpendicular to Z axis correspondingly. The mesh 
size of the metallic layer was set to 5, 5 and 2.5 nm in X, Y, and Z axes respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Geometrical model for the distribution of the uniformly and the randomly arranged 
nano-porous layers. Layer types: (a) constant pore radius and interpore distance; (b) random 
pore radius and constant interpore distance; (c) constant pore radius and random interpore 
distance; (d) random pore radius and interpore distance. 

The sheet resistance was calculated using the percolation model [12, 13], which is given 
by: 

 
( )0

1
,sh t

f crit

R
hσ φ φ

=
−

 (1) 

where Rsh, h, σ0, φf, φcrit and t are the sheet resistance, the layer thickness, the bulk layer 
conductivity, the nano-patterned metal volume fraction, the critical nano-patterned metal 
volume fraction when the conductivity is tending to zero and the critical exponent, 
respectively. The value of t was set to 1.1 for 2D structure according to earlier study [12]. 

3. Results and discussion 

The nano-porous layer thickness h and the interpore distance a were chosen as 10 and 100 
nm, respectively [5]. The ratio of the pore radius to the interpore distance r/a was varied from 
0 to 0.5 for the uniform pore arrangement, i.e. from no pores (the bulk material) to their 
connection with each other (when the conductivity is approaching to zero). According to the 
experimental data from [13], the above-mentioned interval of r/a for the randomly arranged 
nano-porous layer can range from 0 to 0.4. Therefore, the r/a value has to be equal or less 
than 0.4 to keep the metal volume comparable for both uniform and random porous layers to 
ensure that pores cannot be overlapped. Considering the deviation of the pore radius and the 
interpore distance, the condition of r/a ≤ 0.4 is transformed into the equation given below: 

 
( )
( )

0.4.i

i

r dr

a da

+
≤

+
 (2) 

The deviation of the pore radius dr and pore radius r were chosen in agreement with the 
experimental data reported by A. Smirnov et. al. [14]: dr can be varied from 0 up to 20%, 
while r was set to 33 nm. The parameters dr and dr were set to fulfill the Eq. (2) as shown in 
Table 1. Layer types A, B, C and D are related to the pore arrangement shown in Figs. 1(a)-
1(d), respectively. 

Figure 2 presents the transmittance, the reflectance and the absorbance of the Al nano-
porous layer for the four cases according to Table 1. As we can see, the highest transmittance 
is observed for the uniformly arranged layer (case A). The reduction in transmittance in the 
spectrum range from 650 to 850 nm is due to the inter-band electron transition [15]. The 
transformation of the pore radius from ordered to random (case B) causes a decrease in the 
average transmittance around 5% in the wavelength range from 300 to 600 nm. The 
disordering of the pore position (case C) results in a continuous reduction of transmittance in 
the same wavelength range up to 10%. The largest difference of the transmittance between 
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the uniform and the random pore layers is observed for the case D and is 12%. Such behavior 
is caused by the change of the reflectance and the absorbance [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. It should 

Table 1. Deviation of the pore radius and interpore distance of the nano-porous layers. 

Layer type Deviation of the pore radius dr (nm) Deviation of the interpore distance da (nm) 
A 0 0 
B (0, 6) 0 
C 0 (0, 10) 
D (0, 6) (0, 10) 
Note: (μ, σ) is the normal distribution with the mean μ and the standard deviation σ. 

be mentioned that the absorbance is increasing for B, C and D layers along the whole 
wavelength range. The reflectance shows the similar behavior in the wavelength range of the 
plasmonic response from 300 to 500 nm, while the contrary effect is observed in the 
wavelength range from 500 to 900 nm. These effects can be explained under the framework 
of localization of waves, which increases absorbance by the interband electron transition and 
decrease reflectance in Al in the range of 500-900 nm. The contrary effect of reflectance from 
300 to 500 nm can be attributed to the plasmonic response of Al. Therefore, it is necessary to 
further investigate Ag nano-porous layer possessing strong plasmonic response over the 
whole simulation wavelength range [8]. 

 

Fig. 2. The dependence of the optical properties on the wavelength of Al nano-porous layer. 
The curve names are related to the layer types A-D from Table 1. 

Figure 3 shows the transmittance, the reflectance and the absorbance of Ag nano-porous 
layer for the four cases in accordance with Table 1. The dropping of the transmittance for Ag 
layers covers broader wavelength range in comparison to Al ones. The transformation of the 
radius of pores from ordered to random (case B) results in the 5-7% decrease of the 
transmittance over the range from 400 to 900 nm. The disordering of pore position (case C) 
provokes the transmittance dropping of 7-10% in the same wavelength range. The largest 
difference of the transmittance is for the case D, which is 10-12%. The changing of the 
transmittance for the above mentioned cases is accompanied by the increasing of both 
reflectance and absorbance in the corresponding wavelength range [see Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. It 
can be seen, higher disordering of the pore radius as well as interpore distance results in 
larger increment of the reflectance and the absorbance. This phenomena is illustrated in Fig. 
4, where the electric field intensity distribution is shown for the cases A and B. The uniformly 
arranged layer has the distribution of the localized electric field intensity directed straightly 
along the propagation of the electric field E [Fig. 4(a)]. However, the randomly arranged 
layer has many definite areas with higher localization of the electric field intensity [Fig. 4(b)]. 
The plasmonic response characterized by the coupling of incoming photons and free electrons 
in a metal may provoke two types of interaction. One is called the localized surface plasmons 
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Fig. 3. The dependence of the optical properties on the wavelength of Ag nano-porous layer. 
The curve names are related to the layer types A-D from Table 1. 

(LSPs), where the metallic nano-patterns are optically isolated from each other. Another type 
is the surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), where the nano-patterns are optically close to each 
other, which permits electromagnetic waves propagation along the nano-patterns. Therefore, 
the nano-porous layers can exhibit either LSPs or SPPs or both types of the photon-electron 
interaction depending on the nano-pore size, arrangement and interpore distance. It is 
obvious, that SPPs are prevailing within the uniformly arranged layers. The pores disordering 
effect causes reduction of the SPPs propagation length, which leads to the intensification of 
the LSPs. Therefore, the localization of light creates many optically isolated nano-pattern 
areas possessing LSPs, which, in turn, induces the higher reflectance and the absorbance in 
the corresponding range of the plasmonic response. 

 

Fig. 4. Electric field intensity distribution of ordered (a) and random (b) nano-porous Ag layers 
at 600 nm wavelength. XY plane is located at the center of the metal layer thickness. Insertions 
show the electric field intensity distribution at Y = 0. 

Figures 5(a) and 5(c) show the average transmittance against the ratio of the pore radius to 
the interpore distance r/a in the range from 400 to 750 nm for the uniformly and the randomly 
arranged nano-porous Al and Ag layers. As can be seen the transmittance of the uniform Al 
nano-porous layer varies from 15 to 85% when r/a increases from 0 to 0.48, while the 
transmittance of the random one varies from 15 to 58% with increment of r/a from 0 to 0.4. 
The maximum transmittance for the uniformly and the randomly arranged Al conductive 
nano-porous layers is around 85 and 60% respectively. The discrepancy of the transmittance 
becomes noticeable from r/a around 0.15 and reaches the maximum of 10% at r/a around 0.4. 
A larger discrepancy is observed in case of the nano-porous Ag layer. The transmittance of 
the uniform Ag nano-porous layer varies from 63 to 94% when r/a increases from 0 to 0.48, 
while the transmittance of the random one varies from 63 to 80% with increment of r/a from 
0 to 0.4. The discrepancy of the transmittance for the uniformly and randomly arranged Ag 
nano-porous layers starts to be seen when r/a is larger than 0.11 and reaches its maximum of 
7% at r/a around 0.4. Overall, we can conclude that the nano-thin layers of the materials 
possessing the plasmonic response in the investigated wavelength range demonstrate higher 
optical performance for both uniformly and randomly arranged nano-porous structures. 
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Figures 5(b) and 5(d) show the sheet resistance against ratio of the pore radius to the 
interpore distance r/a for the uniformly and the randomly arranged nano-porous Al and Ag 
layers. According to the percolation theory [12, 13], the critical nano-porous metal volume 
fraction φcrit is the key value affecting the sheet resistance for both the uniform and the 
random nano-porous layers. The sheet resistance of the uniform Al nano-porous layer varies 
from 2 to 55 Ohm/sq when r/a increases from 0 to 0.48, while the sheet resistance of the 
random one drastically increases from 2 to 700 Ohm/sq with the increment of r/a from 0 to 
0.4. The sheet resistance of Ag nano-porous layer is 1.8 times smaller in comparison to Al one 
caused by the distinction of their bulk conductivity σ0: 6.3 × 107 (Ag) and 3.5 × 107 (Al) S/m. 

 

Fig. 5. The dependence of the average transmittance (a, c) and the sheet resistance (b, d) on the 
ratio of the pore radius to the interpore distance r/a for the uniformly and the randomly 
arranged nano-porous Al and Ag layers in the range from 400 to 750 nm. 

Considering the optical and the electronic properties in terms of the TCL applications 
(Fig. 5), it can be seen that uniformly arranged Al nano-porous layer possess the transmittance 
of 80% at the sheet resistance of 25 Ohm/sq, while the randomly arranged one has only 50% 
transmittance at the same sheet resistance. However, different situation is observed for Ag: 
the uniform nano-porous layers possess transmittance around 90% at 10 Ohm/sq, while the 
random ones reach only 80% transmittance with higher sheet resistance of 20 Ohm/sq. 

4. Conclusion 

The modification of the optical and the electronic properties of Al and Ag nano-porous ultra-
thin layers in terms of the arrangement and size of the pores were studied. Compared to the 
highly disordered nano-porous layers, ordered ones exhibit a slightly higher transmittance in 
the wavelength range of the plasmonic response (up to 10%). However, the ordered nano-
porous layers show a drastic increment of the sheet resistance up to 12 times. The use of the 
ordered nano-porous layers offers great advantage if the sheet resistance is an important 
concern for applications. The ordered/random Ag nano-porous layers having the strong 
plasmonic response over whole visible range can reach the average transmittance of 90/80% 
at the sheet resistance of 10/20 Ohm/sq, which is comparable to widely used ITO electrode. 
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